
Crows Nest metro station – over-station development 
 

It is clear that the development of the metro station together with the St Leonards Crows 
Nest 2036 plan (Crows Nest 2036) do not serve the interests of residents.  
 
Resident’s interests are being ignored. There are no additional green spaces. No necessary 
schools. No way to deal with additional cars. No provision for accommodation of people 
providing the much-needed services to a population that will double in size. 
 
Whilst levies and taxes will be collected by government, there are no assurances that those 
funds will be used to benefit residents of the Lane Cove, North Sydney and Willoughby council 
areas. This is not satisfactory. Residents pay rates and taxes as well.  
 
These are your electorates. You were elected to represent the residents of those areas. None 
of the decisions that have been made by the NSW government indicate that the interests of 
residents are important to you.  
 
You choose to ignore the people who elected you. 
 
There needs to be a re-ordering of the development. We do not need accommodation first. 
We need infrastucture and amenities before moving more people into already heavily 
populated areas. The metro is long overdue. Sydney is littered with planning errors – Castle 
Hill and Cherrybrook (the north-west metro should have been done first, not last), 
Zetland/Waterloo (sadly lacking in public transport), re-laying light rail lines in the Eastern 
Suburbs (over the tram lines that were removed in a fit of insanity). We have an opportunity 
to learn from these planning mistakes. Why are we compounding them? 
 
Sydney is a city on the world’s stage. Sadly, we do not have any of the hallmarks of a world 
class city. We retrofit public transport to the detriment of businesses and communities. We 
build infrastructure that is at capacity on day 1 (e.g. M4 east). We build infrastructure that is 
not used to capacity (e.g. Cross City Tunnel). You do not make hard planning decisions that 
will benefit everyone. There is no capacity for growth. This is why we are “over-crowded”. 
 
The draft plans are not written in a way that is accessible to everyone. Only those who are 
conversant in building and development jargon will understand the proposals. There are many 
artist impressions and pretty pictures. These fail to tell the real story to those most affected. 
The people who live here. 
 
Specific objections are listed below. 

1. The Crows Nest/St Leonards precinct is already lacking in schools. The local government 
high school is either Cameraygal (which was at capacity on day 1) or Hunters Hill (which is 
a 45 minute bus commute). NSW Government knows there is a desperate need for at 
least one new primary school and a comprehensive high school in the area but has made 
no attempt to create these learning spaces. Children living in the area should not be 



expected to have to commute 2 hours a day to attend high school. An earmark on a plan 
for a “maybe one day in the future” is not what is needed. Action was needed 10 years 
ago. At the least, NSW government action on local schools is needed immediately.  

2. Why has the Metro planning been excised from the discussion on Crows Nest 2036? 
These proposals are inextricably interconnected. An extension of time was given for the 
2036 Plan. The same time should be given for the metro planning. 

3. The proposed development does not meet the employment goals for the area. The 
Greater Sydney Commission envisages thousands of additional jobs for this area. There is 
only an oversupply of residential apartments. The type of accommodation that will be 
constructed will also be out of reach of the many who are expected to find jobs here – 
teachers, nurses, first responders, delivery people. 

4. The NSW government is ignoring Council planning controls. The proposal for the over-
station development is inconsistent with North Sydney Council’s ‘Placemaking and 
Principles Study for Crows Nest’. The community’s views were sought in 2016. These 
views are now being ignored. 

5. There is significant overshadowing throughout the year from these proposed buildings 
onto the surrounding streets, particularly from Five Ways along Willoughby Road up to 
Ernest Place. This is contrary to the North Sydney Council’s decision that there be no 
overshadowing of Ernest Place in July 2018. 

6. The height and mass of the proposed buildings is not acceptable. The scale sets an 
inappropriate precedent for future construction. Buildings of this size are not needed to 
meet the need for increased residential stock in Crows Nest expected from the Greater 
Sydney Commission growth projections. The Crows Nest area is already ahead of the 2021 
targets.  

7. Crows Nest 2036 creates a high-rise corridor down the Pacific Highway. The corridor 
ignores the agreed objective of protecting the ‘village atmosphere’ of Crows Nest. There 
will be no transition between the towers of terror into the surrounding neighbourhood.  

8. There is no civic open space on the station site. This is an opportunity lost forever. To fail 
to provide for open space where people are able to meet and create that sense of 
neighbourliness and community makes the place barren and hostile. 


